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**Introduction**

Addition to papers of a Hungarian-American scholar and author. Includes articles and publications, correspondence, scrapbooks, photographs and other materials.

**Box List**

**Box 1**
- Correspondence, 1961
- Hungarian Art Show, Cupples House, 1985
- Hungarian Influence on American Culture
- Hungarians in the United States, Sources
- Kansas State University, 1966-1967
- Konnyu: Awards and Biographical
- Mixed: Articles, Letters, Newspapers about Hungarians
- Photographs and Autographs of Writers and Poets
- Politicians, Letters and Photographs
- T. S. Eliot Monument
- Konnyu Publications
  - Acacias: Hungarians in the Mississippi Valley
  - Bettelheim: A Memorial Album
  - Historical Highlights of Cartography
  - Hungarians in Missouri
  - John Xantus, Hungarian Geographer in America
  - Professional Hungarian Artists Outside of Hungary
    - Final Proofs
    - Research Materials
    - Text

**Box 2**
- Konnyu Publications
  - 50th Literary Anniversary Album
  - A History of American Hungarian Literature
  - Against the River
  - American-Hungarian Review (29 volumes)
  - Az Amerikai Magyar Irodalom Tortenete
  - Bond of Beauty: Hungarian Poems
  - Foldrajzi Muzeumi Tanulmanyok
  - Gedichte von Osterreich
  - Hungarian Anthology
  - Hungarian Bouquet: Selected Poems
  - Hungarian Psalm--translation
  - Hungarian Transylvania: a Visual Documentary
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Modern Magyar Literature
Osszegyujtott Versek
St. Stephen of Hungary
Szulok Iskolaja
Audio-Video Materials
   Art Show, Cupples House, 1985 (2 v.c.)
   KFUO Interview (1 a.c.)
   Konnyu’s 50th Literary Anniversary, 1983 (1 v.c.)
Scrapbooks (3 volumes)

Box 3
Scrapbooks (3 volumes and loose pages)